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Epomaker Introduce High65 V2-A Space saving and

Innovative Designed VIA Programmable Mechanical

Keyboard.

Epomaker and Creatkeebs are thrilled to announce their collaboration on the highly anticipated Hi
gh65 V2 mechanical keyboard..

Combining the expertise and innovation of two renowned keyboard manufacturers, the High65
V2 mechanical keyboard, featuring cutting-edge technology and premium materials for an
unparalleled typing experience, delivers outstanding performance and innovative design for
users.

65% layout and VIA Programmable for better space saving
Featuring a compact and portable 65% layout, the High65 V2 is the ideal choice for professional g
amers and keyboard enthusiasts alike. It retains the main alpha area and some additional cursor
keys. This layout aims to maximize the function and avoid losing space for the mouse. The gap
between the arrow keys and the main alphas also helps to detect the arrows for fast typing. For
those who are accustomed to other keyboards that are not in a 65% layout, the VIA software is
just useful! As VIA compatible, the Creatkeebs High65 V2 allows users to create macros and
remap keys. Equipped with on-board memories, the key changes can be saved in different layers
and the keyboard can be easily switched to different layers.

Premium Aluminum Body and Alu Weight
The Createkeebs High65 V2 comes with a solid CNC aluminum body. Different color theme adopts
different manufacturing technology. The Dark Grey version of the case is made by oxidation
technology, which keeps the color long-lasting. The Retro White case is crafted by electroplating
technology - this process gives the keyboard case a better surface finish and a silky-smooth
texture. At the backside of the keyboard, the Alu counterweight is designed with the theme of
“High-think”, a crucial element of this board. With all these processes, the resulting colors are
extremely long-lasting, and the aluminum body is sturdy, durable, and corrosion and oxidation
resistant. In addition, the High65 V2 comes with dye-sub PBT keycaps in the Dark Gray or Retro
White variant. PBT keycaps are known for their durability, resistance to oils and shine, and color
retention, making them a superior choice over ABS keycaps.

Gasket mounted and Hot swappable PCB for much fun
The non-negligible thing about the customized keyboard is the customization and sound profile.
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The High65 V2 is gasket mounted and equipped with a hot-swappable PCB that is compatible
with both 3-pin and 5-pin switches. The gray variant defaults with Gateron Baby Kangaroo
switches featuring a tactile typing experience. The retro white variant adopts Gateron CJ switches
featuring a linear typing experience. And both switches are built with POM stem and are factory
lubed, making them more durable and attribute to creating a clear acoustic environment. Within
hot-swap socket, DIYers can change different switches based on personal typing preference.
Gasket mounting is a type of keyboard mounting, where no screws are used into the switch plate.
Apart from the gaskets, the keyboard comes with a set of sound-dampening foam layers,
presenting a cleaner sound profile for users to enjoy!

The wired connection brings more stability

Though the Createkeebs High65 V2 is available only in wired connection, this is the most reliable
connect way. For gamers and typists, who demand accuracy, speed, reliability, and endurance for
long-time gaming and typing sessions, USB-C wired connection is always the best choice.

Price and Availability
The High65 V2 mechanical keyboard is about to be released on the website soon! For now
Epomaker launched a $1 Reservation Card for fans and keyboard enthusiasts. For those who have
bought the $1 Reservation Card, there would be an Early Bird Promotion Discount of $15 off! The
official launch date will be announced on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Discord. You can join
and follow us to not miss any updates!

The collaboration between Epomaker and Creatkeebs brings together the technical and design str
engths of both companies, resulting in an exceptional product with the High65 V2. Offering outst
anding performance and functionality, while paying attention to details and user experience, the
High65 V2 is the ultimate choice for keyboard enthusiasts and professional gamers alike.

For more information, please visit:
Epomaker $1 Reservation card
Epomaker Official Website
Epomaker Amazon Store
Epomaker AliExpress Store

Contact us:
agnes@epomaker.com

About Epomaker:
Epomaker is short for Epoch of Makers. We are committed to providing feature-packed keyboards
with affordable pricing that ships worldwide. Our goals for our keyboards are three things:
customizability, affordability, and high standards. We are a team composed of gamers, software

https://epomaker.com/products/1-00-reservation-card-for-epomaker-createkeebs-high65-v2
https://www.facebook.com/Epomaker
https://www.instagram.com/epomakerkeyboard/
https://twitter.com/EpomakerK
https://discord.com/invite/2q3Z7C2
https://epomaker.com/products/1-00-reservation-card-for-epomaker-createkeebs-high65-v2
https://epomaker.com/
https://www.amazon.com/stores/page/1FA55852-99FA-4F04-A246-4DF875DCF276?ingress=0&visitId=0f5f853f-21ed-49a7-a850-c1f0862a49b0
https://www.aliexpress.com/store/1101400912?spm=a2g0o.detail.1000007.1.458952dejGwshH
https://www.aliexpress.com/store/1101400912?spm=a2g0o.detail.1000007.1.458952dejGwshH
mailto:agnes@epomaker.com
http://www.epomaker.com
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engineers, product designers, and mechanical keyboard enthusiasts. We were inspired to create
our own line of keyboards to share with the world. We wanted to make mechanical keyboards
accessible to everyone. Our company is heavily dedicated to our community-without their
feedback and suggestions, this keyboard would not have been a reality.

Photos of High65 V2
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